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MORE THAN

just beauty

TIER™ LUXURY SPC INDOOR FLOORING

LOVE
your floors
Love how you live with hassle-free flooring. TIERTM indoor flooring offers charming
natural aesthetics without the drawbacks of traditional wood flooring. TIERTM
technology provides greater protection against moisture, scratches and stains
than other indoor flooring products.
Enjoy the aesthetics of wood thanks to the specialised embossed wear layer of
TIERTM, and the durability, scuff resistance and eco-conscious engineering of a
product that far outperforms other indoor flooring.
TIERTM makes your life and you home simpler, greener and more beautiful.

TIERS OF TIERTM

LUXURY SPC INDOOR FLOORING
With CarbideCore technology
WEAR LAYER
UV, scratch, and slip resistant
PRINT LAYER
Photorealistic print technology

Manufactured with solar energy
SOFT INSULATING FOAM
Reduces noise and allows for a
softer underfoot feeling
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BENEFITS

HEAT RESISTANT
The core layer can tolerate temperatures of up to 70°C without adverse effects. This means
that when one part of your floor is exposed to direct sunlight and the other part is in shade,
the areas behave similarly. The benefit to you is that you will not see warping, bending or
buckling - even in sunny areas.

WATER RESISTANT
The materials which make up the layers of TIER™ flooring are each highly resistant to
moisture absorption. The stability of TIER™ flooring means the click joint system forms a
snug, watertight fit. The benefit to you is that TIER™ flooring will not allow a spill to penetrate
beneath your flooring and will not absorb water, swell, or buckle.

STABLE
The mineral component of the core stabilises it. It will not change shape or size under different
temperature and moisture conditions, and it will not react with typical household chemicals.
The benefit to you is that TIER™ flooring is safe in your home. This stability allows you to install
TIER™ flooring without expansion gaps on areas up to 200 m², even between adjacent rooms.

SOUND SUPPRESSION
The composite layers of TIER™ flooring give it unusually high sound reduction for all types
of noise. The vinyl outer layer is soft under impact such as hard shoes. The dense rigid core
resists received sound such as conversation or loudspeakers. The foam underlay suppresses
the transmission of sound into the building. Most materials are unsuitable for extensive sound
suppression. TIER™ flooring is an unusual combination of materials which reduces noise in the
room and sound transferred to the structure.

CLICK INSTALLATION
The core composite layer is machined to exact standards. The stability of this composite
means that the shape and size of these precise parts remains consistent. The benefit to you
is that TIER™ flooring is easy to install. The edges will not wear away against each other or
deform over time.
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ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION
The foamed underlay of the TIER™ indoor floorboard is coated using an antimicrobial additive.
This inhibits the growth of a wide range of microorganisms. The benefit to you is a fresh,
clean, and protective floor.

VOC FREE
The core is a mineral-vinyl composite which uses no glues. It will therefore not emit VOCs into
your home or office. When adding the foamed base and the surface wear layer, we strictly use
only VOC free adhesives. The benefit to you is comfort in knowing that TIER™ flooring brings
none of these dangerous chemicals into your home and work environments.

RIGID
The core layer is an extruded composite of powdered minerals and vinyl. The result is a new
mineral polymer composite material which is extremely rigid. The benefit to you is that TIER™
flooring has a mixture of the characteristics of a ceramic tile and a vinyl floor.

APPLICATIONS

FLOOR BOARDS
to love and live on
TIERTM is designed for versatility as well as durability. TIERTM can be applied to any room in your house
or commercial space. Let the good looking, low-maintenance and high-performance features of TIERTM
enhance the appeal of your home or business.

BEDROOM

BATHROOM

KITCHEN

LIVING AREAS
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WALLS

COMMERCIAL

CLICK SYSTEM PROFILES
TIERTM flooring is made from a reliable and rigid Stone Plastic Composite (SPC) core
for added strength and longevity. The core layer is an innovative material which can
be machined to exact standards, making for easy installation. The result is robust
edges which will not wear away against each other or deform over time.

4.7 mm
181 mm

5.5 mm
181 mm and 228 mm

EASY INSTALLATION
Installing TIER™ slip groove flooring is quick and easy thanks to the simplified click
installation system that creates a watertight, seamless finish. For details, visit the
website www.tierflooring.com and download the care and installation guides.

PROFILE: 4.7 mm

PROFILE: 5.5 mm

TIER™ flooring is expertly engineered to elevate the functionality and aesthetics of
your indoor space. With TIER™, your flooring can be both practical and elegant.
TIER™ is available in convenient tongue-and-groove “click” profiles. The click system
TIER™ profile allows you to easily slide and click boards into one another to create
a secure, continuous installation surface. This rigid, floating system allows for quick
and easy installation and comes standard with a pre-applied IXPE underlay backing.
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SPECIFICATIONS: 4.7 mm
Core thickness (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Boards per box

3.20

181 x 1 220

12

Underlay thickness (mm)

Thickness (mm)

Mass per board (kg)

1.00

4.70

1.52

Wear layer thickness (mm)

m per board

m per box

0.50

0.22

2.64

2

2

Wear layer type

Click system

Engineered polymer

4-sided micro bevel

SPECIFICATIONS: 5.5 mm

WARRANTY CLASSES

Core thickness (mm)

Dimensions (mm)

Boards per box

3.50

181 x 1 220
228 x 1 220
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Underlay thickness (mm)

Thickness (mm)

Mass per board (kg)

1.50

5.55

181 - 1.65
228 - 2.28

Wear layer thickness (mm)

m2 per board

m2 per box

0.55

181 - 0.22
228 - 0.278

181 - 2.21
228 - 2.78

Wear layer type

Click system

Engineered polymer

Yes

Light Industrial

Heavy Commercial

Heavy Domestic

Abrasion class*

Abrasion class*

Abrasion class*

AC5

AC5

AC5

Use class**

Use class**

Use class**

23

33

42

*As defined in BS EN 13329
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**As defined in BS EN ISO 10582

COLOURS AND STYLES
TIERTM flooring is designed to be beautiful and livable. TIERTM is
available in a wide range of natural colours and tones that embody the
look of wooden flooring, without the upkeep hassles or environmental
strain. They’re engineered to last, and tastefully created to enhance
the look as well as the functionality of your home. Choose the style
and colour that make your floors a standout feature.
Live Oak Gold

Reclaimed Fir Tabby

Reclaimed Barn Fir

Live Oak Nero

Live Oak Natural

Reclaimed Fir Steel

Restored Fir Sliver

Washed Oak Cream

Washed Oak Caramel

Rustic Oak Grey

Rustic Oak Natural

Catalpa Wood Grey

Washed Oak Pecan
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Polished Hickory Steel

Polished Hickory Olive

Polished Hickory Grey

Washed Oak Beige

Washed Oak Grey

Washed Oak Olive

Washed Oak Natural

Washed Oak Blonde

Knotty Maple Natural

Knotty Oak Dove

Knotty Oak Barley

Knotty Oak Wheat

Fine Oak Taupe

Eucalyptus Natural

Plain Red Oak Natural

Knotty Oak Rye
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LOVE
your floors
Choose quality alternatives to timber that improve your
lifestyle and the environment.
TIERTM is setting the benchmark for eco flooring and green manufacturing processes. TIERTM high
performance products are created using solar energy and are an ultra-low maintenance, water resistant
alternative to timber. With TIERTM indoor flooring you make a positive impact on your home and the Earth.

Made with solar energy

Euroclass BFl - s1

TIER™ flooring is manufactured using solar
power. This greatly reduces its carbon footprint
to help protect the Earth and brings you peace
of mind.

TIER™ flooring has the highest fire resistance
rating possible in its class, making it a safer and more
reliable product for your residential or commercial
application.

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification ensures that products come from responsibly managed forests that provide
environmental, social and economic benefits. The diverse fauna and flora who share our forests are given the time and space
to recover from our use of their environments.

Contact Tel: +27 10 593 9221 | E-mail: info@tierflooring.com

www.tierflooring.com

